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Chapter 1 : Henry VII, Holy Roman Emperor - Wikipedia
Captain Louis Renault -. Played by Claude Rains. Vichy France's prefect of police in Casablanca. If Laszlo represents
pure political idealism, Louis represents the very oppositeâ€”unscrupulous cynicism.

Mark Millar, writer for the story, has said: People thought they were dangerous, but they did not want a ban.
What they wanted was superheroes paid by the federal government like cops and open to the same kind of
scrutiny. Those who sign also have the option of working for S. Characters within the superhero community in
the Marvel Universe split into two groups: While arguing directly with Iron Man about the law, Luke Cage
previously the second Power Man , an African American , compared the mandatory registration to slavery.
Writer Mark Millar signing copies of the collectors edition of the main miniseries during an appearance at
Midtown Comics in Manhattan Delays[ edit ] Marvel announced in August that some issues of the main Civil
War series would be pushed back several months to accommodate artist Steve McNiven. The schedule had
issue 4 being released one month late, in September, while issue 5 was released two months later, in
November. Furthermore, various tie-in books including the Civil War: Front Line miniseries and tie-in issues
of other comics were delayed several months so as not to reveal any plot developments. Civil War 6,
originally scheduled for release on December 20, was pushed back two weeks and released on January 4.
Unlike the previous instance, only The Punisher War Journal 2 was delayed. In a final act of rescheduling,
Civil War 7 was pushed back two weeks from January 17 to January 31 , [7] and then pushed back again until
February Please help improve this article by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced material may be
challenged and removed. June Learn how and when to remove this template message An explosion in
Stamford, Connecticut by the villain Nitro causes the U. Those not adhering to it are deemed unregistered and
rogue superheroes. Tony Stark and Reed Richards lead the side of the pro-registration superheroes. Captain
America leads the anti-registration side. Goliath is killed by the pro-registration superheroes. Many
supervillains join the government in hunting down superheroes. Other versions[ edit ] Amazing Spider-Man:
Renew Your Vows[ edit ] When the Super-Human Registration Act was proposed, Professor X and the
Avengers proposed an alternative method with self-policing of mutantkind and super-powered communities,
preventing Civil War from ever happening. The Civil War was avoided entirely in this reality due to her
marriage to Steve Rogers. Tony Stark is told of two alternate ways the Civil War could have concluded:
Though he manages to delay its passing, the Stamford disaster occurs as in the reality. Governmental forces
led by Henry Peter Gyrich destroy the resistance and many heroes are slain. Faced with this vision, Tony
believes that this proves that he was right to pursue his pro-registration course of action, but the stranger then
reveals another possibility; The second is detailed in, "What if Iron Man lost the Civil War? The heroes unite
to stop the out-of-control Thor clone, Ragnarok , which is released when Hill detects the weapon and assumes
that Cap is still planning to use it. The resulting goodwill convinces Captain America to help run the program
as he is the only one the heroes will trust with their secret identities. Upon learning of the possibility of this
alternate reality, Tony is devastated and weeps for the bright future he helped prevent. The heroes unite to
neutralize it, and many die in the first clashes. Captain America and Iron Man, after a final reconciliation,
sacrifice themselves alongside Nova to deflect the full Annihilation Wave. Steve Rogers no longer called
Captain America and his teammates have been arrested and buy time off their sentence by performing suicide
missions as the Thunderbolts. President Stark and his Mighty Avengers are taken to Battleworld by Maestro
and have their memories altered to think that they are on Earth and that the Renegade Champions already there
are unregistered vigilantes. The Thunderbolts are sent to rescue them, but misunderstandings result in the
deaths of Penance and Thunderstrike and all three teams start fighting each other. Tony kills Steve when Steve
lets his guard down, and reveals that he is in the possession of the Reality Gem from the Infinity Gauntlet.
Tony and the members of the Illuminati divided the six Infinity Stones after hunting them down and vowed
never to use them. He used the gem to prevent the death of Goliath, the assassination of Captain America, alter
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the war in his favor, and rig the presidential election. He attempts to use it again to undo his killing of Steve,
but as they are in another dimension the Reality Gem does not work. The remaining five heroes from the
Mighty Avengers and Thunderbolts stay behind on Battleworld with the Sentry and fight villains attempting to
gather the Iso-Sphere as the Civil Warriors. Please help improve it by removing unnecessary details and
making it more concise. February Learn how and when to remove this template message The "Civil War"
storyline is featured in the storyline " Secret Wars ", a crossover storyline in which revisits previous Marvel
Comics storylines in the form of isolated geographic locations on a planet called Battleworld. The "Civil War"
area is referred to as the Warzone. Black Panther assumes that Stark will teleport his combatants out at the last
minute, but meanwhile, S. Deactivating the teleportation device, Black Panther tries to shut down the bomb.
Everyone in the prison rushes to escape through the power of the hero Cloak , who drops them all in midair
over St. Unfortunately, Cloak can not shut off his powers fast enough to block out the explosion. The resulting
beam of explosive energy creates a vast chasm called the Divide, destroying St. Louis and leaving millions
dead. The two sides regroup, with the Pro-Registration group taking control of the land to the east of St Louis,
while the Anti-Registration group takes control of the land to the west. Each side blames the other for the
deaths. Differences in politics have caused people to pick one side over the other, with the split ossifying
every year. The only place in the country that embraces both is a community in the ruins of St. Louis, built on
a bridge over a chasm between the two sides. One of its inhabitants is Miriam Sharpe, a woman who lost her
child at Stamford but who wants to bring peace. At the meeting, Miriam is able to get the two men to open up.
Stark explains that the Iron has wealth and resources from trade with the outside world where the Blue is
regarded as a rogue state. However, his citizens are running out of space while the Blue has twice the space
but half the population. He proposes that the Blue shrink, giving his people more space in exchange for which
Stark will make trade concessions. General Rogers dismisses the offer, which leads to the start of an old
debate between the two men. As Miriam Sharpe tries to intervene, she is shot in the back by a sniper. Reacting
first, General Rogers calls Peter Parker to catch the shooter. Parker finds a remote-controlled sniper rifle. As
Miriam dies, General Rogers realizes that from the angle of the shot that the shooter was most likely aiming at
him. President Stark denies the shooter is one of his, but renewed civil war seemed inevitable. She discovers
the assassin was Bullseye. Baldwin attacks Jen as she is spying on Bullseye, and is forced to flee. Before she
can leave Steeltown, she is knocked out by an unidentified attacker. He finds her, but his armor is neutralized
and stripped from him. Veranke tells him that she is the cause of every single failed attempt at reaching peace
in a part of a plan to benefit from the never-ending war. Iron Man uses additional weaponry that was not in his
armor to free himself, fend off the Skrull guards, and break She-Hulk free from her cage. Accepting their
mutual responsibility for the situation, Rogers and Stark sacrifice themselves to detonate the Bellcurve bomb.
The blast depowers the superhumans and reverts the Skrulls to their true state. A few months later, a powerless
Peter and Jennifer are shown discussing the tentative truce that has been formed between the two sides, and
wonder whether Stark and Rogers knew that peace would be the result of their sacrifice. Reception[ edit ] At
the time of its release, Civil War received mixed reviews. Comic Book Round Up gave the series an average
rating of 6. Civil War Captain America: The movie version of Civil War also differs from the comic
substantially, with the fate of Bucky Barnes being a key element of the war after he is framed for an
assassination. The latter is then put in a cryogenetic sleep. Black Widow goes on the run, and War Machine is
left crippled after injuries sustained in the final battle. In this version of the storyline, the Registration Act
targets new Inhumans , and teams of Avengers come into conflict over the issue, as in other adaptations. It is
revealed in Part 3, however, that the Inhuman Registration Act is actually part of a plan by Truman Marsh
actually Ultron in disguise to begin the Ultron Revolution by manipulating humans and Inhumans into
destroying each other, which is foiled by the combined efforts of the Avengers. Video games[ edit ] The comic
is adapted into the video game Marvel: While the storyline remains relatively faithful to the original comic, it
takes a different path halfway through the game, as the act is briefly suspended for the heroes to deal with a
crisis involving the nanite network used to control supervillains manifesting a form of sentience. The player
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also receives an achievement titled "Whose Side are You On? Contest of Champions , a special storyline
featured elements of the Civil War, as the apparent death of the Collector causes Iron Man and Captain
America to become divided over what action they should take with the Iso-Spheres that must be collected in
the game. Archived from the original on Critical essays on the comic saga pp. McFarland Freedom versus
Security: Retrieved on September 29, Civil War ". Retrieved 13 November
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Chapter 2 : SparkNotes: Casablanca: Character List
Captain of the Port, St. Louis or designated representative. (2) The Ft. Calhoun and Cooper security zones include a
portion of the navigable channel of the Missouri River.

When we first meet Rick, he is a jaded bar owner in Casablanca who wears a dour expression as he drinks and
plays chess alone. He constantly proclaims his freedom from all bonds, be they political or personal. After Ilsa
enters the picture, he undergoes a considerable change. In a flashback, we see Rick in Paris. Rick never turns
back into the lighthearted lover he was in Paris, but he does overcome his cynicism and apathy to become a
self-sacrificing idealist, committed to helping the Allied cause in World War II. A devoted wife, Ilsa refuses
an exit visa when Laszlo is unable to obtain one as well, saying she prefers to wait with him and leave
Casablanca together. In Paris, Ilsa had fallen in love with Rick, because at the time she had believed Laszlo
was dead. When she learned her husband was still alive, she sent a note to Rick at the train station, saying she
could never see him again. Despite her obvious commitment to her husband and her confessions of love to
Rick both in Paris and later in Casablanca, she rarely displays much passion. Ultimately, the letter may be the
best insight into her personality. She can be so cold and distant that reading her true thoughts or feelings can
be almost impossible. He endured time in a concentration camp, but he remains enthusiastic, courageous, and
outspoken. Victor is a devoted husband to Ilsa and is willing to sacrifice himself to ensure her safety. If Laszlo
represents pure political idealism, Louis represents the very oppositeâ€”unscrupulous cynicism. Louis, like the
Vichy government he serves and represents, has given up caring about right and wrong, and his only loyalty is
to the winning side. Louis is a hypocrite, castigating Rick for allowing gambling in his bar just as he pockets
his earnings for the evening. Despite his self-serving behavior and seeming amorality, Louis is always a good
friend to Rick and shows signs of being a decent person at heart. At the end of the movie, this seed of decency
blooms into genuine political action, as he refuses to arrest Rick and decides to join his friend in exile from
Casablanca. Strasser is a stereotypical Nazi villain, ruthlessly cruel and robotically efficient. From the moment
of his arrival in Casablanca, he is all business, immediately inquiring about the murderers of the German
couriers. He is willing to resort to cruelty in punishing his enemies and is determined to prevent Laszlo from
leaving Casablanca at all costs. Unlike Nazis depicted in other films, Strasser is never overtly sadistic. Despite
his unpleasant demeanor, he is always civil and polite. Rick initially refuses both offers, but when he decides
to leave Casablanca, he does sell out to Ferrari. In addition to running the Blue Parrot, Ferrari is involved in
the Casablanca black market and sells, among other things, exit visas. Although Ferrari is mostly concerned
with making money, he is at heart a good person, which he demonstrates when he suggests that Laszlo
approach Rick about the letters of transit. He may be helping them escape to Lisbon, but his aim is profit, not
charity. Ugarte murders the German couriers to obtain the valuable letters of transit, which he plans to sell to
Laszlo for a considerable fee. He is arrested before he can complete the sale. After being ignored by Rick one
night, she shows up at the bar with a German soldier the very next evening. Her one redeeming moment comes
during the singing of "La Marseillaise," when she shows herself to be a loyal patriot. Sam is a warm-hearted,
agreeable musician and a fiercely loyal friend to Rick. While Sam is a vivid presence in the scenes in which he
is featured, his character is never fully developed. Louis has offered to give her and her husband exit visas to
leave Casablanca in exchange for sexual favors, and she fears that this is their only option. Her plight brings
out the idealist in Rick, who arranges for Mr. Brandel to win big at the roulette table, scoring enough money to
purchase the exit visas. In this way, Rick allows the Brandels to leave Casablanca with their marriage
uncorrupted. Unaware that Louis has made Annina a proposal, Mr. Brandel believes that the only hope of
escaping Casablanca is by winning big at the roulette table. Carl is an amiable staff member who also
participates in the Casablanca anti-Nazi underground. The pickpocket reveals the seedy, street-hustling,
outlaw nature of Casablanca. He warns people to be careful and alert, then leaves with their wallets. Laszlo
and Berger are able to discuss such a sale during her performance. Tonelli comes across as hapless and
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buffoonish. Emile watches Rick carefully for clues about who should and should not win at the table. When
Rick arranges for Mr. Brandel to win at roulette, he does so by giving Emile a subtle signal.
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Chapter 3 : List of current NHL captains and alternate captains - Wikipedia
Captain Ed W. Freeman, United States Army, distinguished himself by numerous acts of conspicuous gallantry and
extraordinary intrepidity on 14 November while serving with Company A, th.

He lavishly spread French money in the hope of bribing the German electors. Given his background, although
he was a vassal of Philip the Fair, [3] Henry was bound by few national ties, an aspect of his suitability as a
compromise candidate among the electors, [7] the great territorial magnates who had lived without a crowned
emperor for decades, and who were unhappy with both Charles and Rudolf. Henry was approached by part of
the Bohemian nobility and some important and influential ecclesiastics to intervene in Bohemia. In July he
engineered the removal of Henry of Carinthia. While these negotiations were taking place, Henry began his
descent into northern Italy in October , with his eldest son John remaining in Prague as the Imperial vicar.
Henry expressed both his high-minded idealism and lack of political craft in his plan to require all the cities of
Lombardy to welcome back their exiles, of whatever their political stripe. He received both parties, Guelph or
Ghibelline, courteously; in the beginning he showed no obvious favoritism to either party, hoping that his
magnanimity would be reciprocated by both sides. He insisted that the towns should come under the
immediate control of the Empire, and that their exiles should be recalled. He eventually forced the cities to
comply with his demands, and the despots had to surrender their keys. Although Henry rewarded their
submission with titles and fiefs, it did cause a great deal of resentment that only grew over time. Guido della
Torre , who had thrown the Visconti out of Milan, objected and organised a revolt against Henry that was
ruthlessly put down, and the Visconti were returned to power, with Henry appointing Matteo I Visconti as the
Imperial vicar of Milan. Cities such as Parma , Lodi , Verona and Padua all accepted his rule. Popular opinion
began to turn against Henry, with Florence allying itself with the Guelph communities of Lucca , Siena and
Bologna , and engaging in a propaganda war against the king. The Orsini family had adopted the cause of
Robert of Naples, while the Colonna family threw their weight behind Henry. The Florentine army was
outmanoeuvred and lacking in provisions, so it retreated back into Florence during the night. Siena, Bologna,
Lucca, and smaller cities, sent men to help man the walls. Nevertheless, by the end of , he had subdued a large
part of Tuscany, and had treated his defeated enemies with great leniency. Fading rapidly, he left Siena on
August 22, and was sheltering in the little town of Buonconvento near Siena when he died on 24 August
Henry was not even 40 years old when he died, and the high hopes for an effective Imperial power in Italy
died with him. Henry in Paradiso xxx. Dante also alludes to him numerous times in Purgatorio as the savior,
who will bring imperial rule back to Italy, and end the inappropriate temporal control of the Church. The tomb
was centered behind the High Altar in the apse. The choice of place was intended to demonstrate the devotion
of the Pisans to the Emperor. The tomb was built in by Tino di Camaino and was built above the grave itself,
the statue of Henry VII lying above it and many other statues and angels. Family and children[ edit ].
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Chapter 4 : Jobs, Employment in Florissant, MO | theinnatdunvilla.com
Zdeno Chara, the longest tenured captain in the NHL, and captain of the Boston Bruins, since The captain can be
identified by the large "C" on his jersey. The captain can be identified by the large "C" on his jersey.

House unanimously with a final vote of Freeman was a Mississippi native, and the Post Office that was
renamed is located in his hometown. As noted in the previous paragraph, Ed Freeman actually passed away in
August , nearly a year before the death of Michael Jackson. By March , this item bore the tag line: Murray,
that sicko Sandusky, and a day sham marriage. Conrad Murray for involuntary manslaughter in the death of
Michael Jackson, the sex scandal involving former Pennsylvania State University football assistant coach
Jerry Sandusky, and the ending of the marriage of reality TV star Kim Kardashian and basketball player Kris
Humphries after just 72 days in October By , this item was altered again to include the tag line: President
Bush said of Freeman on that occasion: By all rights, another president from Texas should have had the honor
of conferring this medal. Years passed, even decades, but the memory of what happened on November 14, has
always stayed with them. For his actions that day, Captain Freeman was awarded the distinguished Flying
Cross, but the men who were there, including the commanding officer, Lieutenant Colonel Bruce Crandall,
felt a still higher honor was called for. Through the unremitting efforts of Lieutenant Colonel Crandall and
many others and the persuasive weight from Senator John McCain, the story now comes to its rightful
conclusion. The survivors remember the desperate fear of almost certain death. They remember gunfire that
one witness described as the most intense he had ever seen, and they remember the sight of an unarmed
helicopter coming to their aid. The man with the controls flew through the gunfire not once, not 10 times, but
at least 21 times. That single helicopter brought the water, ammunition and supplies that saved many lives on
the ground, and the same pilot flew more than 70 wounded soldiers to safety. Citations are also written in the
most simple of language, needing no embellishment or techniques of rhetoric. They record places and names
and events that describe themselves. The medal itself bears only one word and needs only one, valor. As a boy
of 13, Ed Freeman saw thousands of men on maneuvers pass by his home in Mississippi. He decided then and
there that he would be a soldier. He served his country and his comrades to the fullest, rising above and
beyond anything the Army or the nation could have ever asked. But from this day, wherever he goes, by
military tradition, Ed Freeman will merit a salute from any enlisted personnel or officer of rank. As a flight
leader and second in command of a helicopter lift unit, he supported a heavily engaged American infantry
battalion at Landing Zone X-Ray Ia Drang Valley, Republic of Vietnam. The unit was almost out of
ammunition after taking some of the heaviest casualties of the war, fighting off a relentless attack from a
highly motivated, heavily armed enemy force. When the infantry commander closed the helicopter landing
zone due to intense direct enemy fire, Captain Freeman risked his own life by flying his unarmed helicopter
through a gauntlet of enemy fire time after time, delivering critically needed ammunition, water and medical
supplies to the besieged battalion. After medical evacuation helicopters refused to fly into the area due to
intense enemy fire, Captain Freeman flew 14 separate rescue missions, providing life-saving evacuation of an
estimated 30 seriously wounded soldiers â€” some of whom would not have survived had he not acted. All
flights were made into a small emergency landing zone within to meters of the defensive perimeter where
heavily committed units were perilously holding off the attacking elements.
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Chapter 5 : Nine Convicted Over Sea Diamond Sinking â€“ gCaptain
A captain of the king's guards secretly works for the rebels.

Visit Website Did you know? At the Palace of Versailles, aristocrats were expected to compete for the
privilege of watching Louis XIV wake up, eat meals and prepare for bed. Beginning in , their discontent
erupted into a civil war known as the Fronde, which forced the royal family to flee Paris and instilled a
lifelong fear of rebellion in the young king. A diplomatic necessity more than anything else, the union
produced six children, of whom only one, Louis , survived to adulthood. He viewed himself as the direct
representative of God, endowed with a divine right to wield the absolute power of the monarchy. Immediately
after assuming control of the government, Louis worked tirelessly to centralize and tighten control of France
and its overseas colonies. His finance minister, Jean-Baptiste Colbert , implemented reforms that sharply
reduced the deficit and fostered the growth of industry, while his war minister, the Marquis de Louvois ,
expanded and reorganized the French army. Louis also managed to pacify and disempower the historically
rebellious nobles, who had fomented no less than 11 civil wars in four decades, by luring them to his court and
habituating them to the opulent lifestyle there. Most famously, he transformed a royal hunting lodge in
Versailles, a village 25 miles southwest of the capital, into one of the largest palaces in the world, officially
moving his court and government there in It was against this awe-inspiring backdrop that Louis tamed the
nobility and impressed foreign dignitaries, using entertainment, ceremony and a highly codified system of
etiquette to assert his supremacy. Under pressure from the English, Swedish and especially the Dutch, France
retreated and returned the region to Spain, gaining only some frontier towns in Flanders. The ensuing war,
fought on both hemispheres, lasted from to ; France emerged with most of its territory intact but its resources
severely strained. The long conflict plunged a famine-ridden France into massive debt, turning public opinion
against the crown. In , the devoutly Catholic king revoked the Edict of Nantes, issued by his grandfather
Henry IV in , which had granted freedom of worship and other rights to French Protestants known as
Huguenots. With the Edict of Fontainebleau, Louis ordered the destruction of Protestant churches, the closure
of Protestant schools and the expulsion of Protestant clergy. Protestants would be barred from assembling and
their marriages would be deemed invalid. Baptism and education in the Catholic faith would be required of all
children. Roughly 1 million Huguenots lived in France at the time, and many were artisans or other types of
skilled workers. Although emigration of Protestants was explicitly forbidden by the Edict of Fontainebleau,
scores of peopleâ€”estimates range from , to ,â€”fled in the decades that followed, settling in England,
Switzerland, Germany and the American colonies, among other places. His reign had lasted 72 years, longer
than that of any other known European monarch, and left an indelible mark on the culture, history and destiny
of France. His 5-year-old grandson succeeded him as Louis XV.
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Chapter 6 : Captain of the Guard () - Changes â€” The Movie Database (TMDb)
The Navy Judge Advocate General's Corps provides solutions, from a military perspective, to legal issues involving
military operations, organization, and personnel, wherever and whenever such solutions are required, with primary focus
on operations, accountability, Sailor legal readiness, and Navy legal readiness.

Vice Admiral John G. Naval Academy in , Vice Adm. OJAG assignments include general litigation attorney,
and executive assistant to the deputy judge advocate general and the judge advocate general. He also served as
assistant judge advocate general Operations and Management and chief of staff, Region Legal Service Offices.
Hannink served from as the deputy judge advocate general of the Navy and commander, Naval Legal Service
Command. As commander, Naval Legal Service Command, he led the judge advocates, enlisted legalmen and
civilian employees of 14 commands worldwide, providing prosecution and defense services, legal assistance
services to individuals and legal support to shore and afloat commands. Hannink is the 44th judge advocate
general of the Navy. Hannink is the principal military legal counsel to the secretary of the Navy and chief of
naval operations. He also leads the 2, attorneys, enlisted legalmen and civilian employees of the worldwide
Navy JAG Corps community. Hannink is a member of the state bar of Texas. He was commissioned in
through the Naval Reserve Officers Training Corps Program at Northwestern University, where he received a
bachelor of arts degree in Economics. His first tour of duty was as communications officer and anti-submarine
warfare officer on USS Lockwood FF , homeported in Yokosuka, Japan, where he earned his surface warfare
officer qualification. While serving as administrative assistant and aide to the Deputy Chief of Naval
Operations Naval Warfare , Crandall was selected for the law education program. In , he graduated from
Georgetown University Law Center, cum laude. In , he received a masters of law degree in international law
from The George Washington University, with highest honors. As CNLSC, he leads the attorneys, enlisted
legalmen, and civilian employees of 14 commands that provide prosecution and defense services, legal
services to individuals, specialized legal training, and legal support to Navy units around the world. Crandall
is a member of the state bar of Virginia. Carol Lynch is a native of Fall River, Massachusetts. View Full Bio
She entered active duty in Lynch transitioned to the Navy Reserve component in and since then has served in
a variety of Navy Reserve Law Program community management positions and Selected Reserve billets. She
assumed duties as deputy judge advocate general reserve affairs and operations and deputy commander, Naval
Legal Service Command in October In civilian practice, she is counsel, Naval Education and Training
Command, and is licensed to practice law in Florida and Massachusetts. She advanced to AZ2 during her tour.
She advanced to AZ1 in and was accepted for conversion to Legalman prior to her transfer in She advanced to
Chief Petty Officer in M from Seattle University School of Law in Award of Excellence by Rear Admiral N.
She has been with Microsoft Corporation since March

Chapter 7 : 33 CFR Chapter I, Subchapter L - WATERFRONT FACILITIES | US Law | LII / Legal Informatio
A Wonder Woman/Captain Marvel Gal Gadot/Brie Larson crossover would likely be more than my heart could handle.
But I'd be willing to take that chance.

Chapter 8 : Lieutenant - Wikipedia
Title Captain Louis M. Hamilton / photo by Slee Brothers, Poughkeepsie ; General Custer's command marching to attack
the Cheyenne village ; The Seventh U.S. Cavalry charging into Black Kettle's village at daylight, November 27,
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During , Captain Gabel reached his term limit as an APA Board member and Captain 4 Due to American's desire to
close the St. Louis base, and the difficult and politically charged nature of the.
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